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Abstract
30 virtualcolonoscopyhas recentlybeenproposed as a noninvasivealternativeprocedurefor thevisualization
of the human colon, Su@ace rendering is sujicientfor implementing
such a procedure to obtainan overviewof the interiorsurface of the colon at interactiverendering speeds. Unfortunately,physicianscan not use it to explore tissuesbeneath
the surface to differentiatebetween benign and malignant
structures. In this paper, we present a direct volume rendering approachbased on perspectiveray casting,as a supplement to the surface navigation. To accelerate the rendering speed, surjace-assistanttechniquesare used to adapt
the resamplingrates by shippingthe emptyspace inside the
colon. In addition,a parallel version of the algorithmhas
been implementedon a shared-memorymultiprocessingarchitecture.Experimentshave been conductedon both simulationand patientdatasets.
CR Categories: 1.3.3 ~&u&Image Generation]: Display Algorithms;1.3.5[ComputationalGeometry and Object
ModelingI: Physically Based Modeling; 1.3.6 IMetbcdologies and Techniques]: Interaction Techniques:L3.7 CIhreDimensional Graphics and Realism]: Hidden Line/Surface
Removal; 1.3.8 [Applications]; 1.4.10 Emage ProcessingI:
Image Representation-Hierarchical, Volumetric;
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Introduction

Opticalcolonoscopyis a commonly used effectivediagnostic
and surgical tool in medical clinics, to assist the physician
iu viewing and examining the inner mucosal surface of the
human colon. However, it suffers from problems such as
patient discomfort, high cost, sedation, risk of perforation,
and a limited range of exploration.
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System Overview

Our interactivevirtualcolonoscopytakes 3D volumetric data
squired *th conunonly availablemedical imaging modalities. such as CT, aud regard it as a virtual environmentwhich
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?he virtualcolonoscopytechnique Cl,21has recently been
proposed as an alternativeprocedure for imaging and examining the interior structuresof colon. The system takes a 3D
radiologicalvolumetric image of the patient’s abdomen, acquired with a helical CT (computedtomography) scanner as
input. After the volume reconstruction and colon region extraction,the 3D vohunetricimage serves as a virtual environment of the interior colon, whereupon the user can navigate
and probe interactivelythe virtual colon.
Substantialprogresshas been made at SUNYStonyBrook
towards such a system In addition to the automatic plan
navigation technique of our early work El], we have ixuplemented a prototype system which cau achieve interactive
navigationand visualizationby using surfacerendering techniques. A hardware-assistedvisibility algorithm has been
proposed to achieve adequate interactive rendering speed,
and a physically-basedmechanismis designed to accomplish
guided navigation inside of the virtual colon world while
avoidingcollision with the surface [21.
Using such a system, the physician can perform a conceivableexplorationof the colon interior structuresjust as in
the optical colonoscopy,yet avoiding most of the problems
mentioned above. However, since only the interior surface
of colon is visible, the diagnostic capability of our virtual
colonoscopyis limited. In order to remove the guessworkin- ’
volved in diagnosingcancerouspolyps, we have developed a
novel feature of direct volume rendering which can visualize
the detailed structure of the possible abnormality,and even
the tissues beneath the colon surface.
In the following, Section 2 gives an overview of our interactivevirtual colonoscopyprototype system, and then in
Section 3 we focus on the direct volume rendering technique
for the system. In Section 4, some experimentalresults of
our approach on both simulation and patient data sets are
presented.
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is a clone of the real colon. The user can then interactively
navigate inside the virtual colon world in a manner similar to
- yet more flexible than - the optical colonoscopyprocedure. To perform this procedure, the following three stages
are involved:
- Data acquisition: a set of 2D slice images which covers
theentirerangeofthecoloniscapturedbyahelicslCTscanner. In order to produce better density contrast, the patient’s
colon must be cheansedand in6ated with air before the scan,
as traditionallydone in optical colonoscopy.
- Preprocessing: the squired 2D slices are reconstructed
into a 3D volumetric data set and the colonic surface is extractedfrom thevolume datausing the MarchingCubes algorithm [3]. At the same time, the center-line (or skeleton)and
the potentialfield (as a part of the physically-basedmechanism for interactive navigation) of colon are determinedfor
the navigation stage.
- Navigation: Our system permits two kinds of dynamic
visualizationmodes: planned navigation, in which the view
moves automaticslly along the center-line without user interaction: and the interactive navigation mode that allows
the user to manipulate the camera to interactivelyexplore
structures as desired. While planned navigation can provide
a quick general overview of the colon, it is rather limited
because no user interaction is possible. A novel physicsllybased mechanismhas been developedto interactivelycontrol
the moving view, without colliding with the surface of the
colon. An efticient hardware-assistedvisibility algorithm is
also employed to cull invisible surfaces, thussupporting interactiverendering [2].
The system has been implemented and tested on several
simulation and patient data sets including a plastic pipe, the
Visible Male Data, and patients’ scanned data sets obtained
from Stony Brook University Hospital. Figure 1 shows a
navigation frame from our system for a patient’s data set.
The green line represents the pre-defined navigation path.
As we can see, a clear view of the inner surface can be obtained to depict the interior structures. Currently,the system
has achieved an adequateinteractivespeed for image size of
512 x 512 on a single processor. The encouraging results
have shown that such a non-invasiveprocedure can potentially provide an alternativetechnique to assist the physician
in examining the inner structuresof the human colon, which
may improve the diagnostic sensitivity and specificitywith
fewer complications, while serving as a mass screeningprocedure for certain populations.
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angles) to the graphic pipeline to render the isosurface triangles during the navigation.The navigationis then used to get
au overview of the inner surface of the colon to find possible abnormalitieson the surface,during which a comfortable
and natural speed of image generation on-the-fly is particularly important. Hence, the surface rendering approachis an
appropriatetechniquein this intended application.
Once possible abnormalities are found in the navigation
procedure, a detailed study and analysis of the tissues under
the surface are necessary for the physician, but impossible
to obtain in the surface navigation system. Fortunately,the
direct volume rendering techniquecan meet such demand by
directlymapping certainranges of sample values of the original volume data to different colors and opacities, wherein
theintermediategeomehicrepresentationis omitted, Spfxifically,perspectivevolume ray casting algorithm is employed
in our system. It is composed of three steps [53: traversing and resampling along the ray cast from each pixel of the
image: assigning specified color and opacity to each sampling point; and compositingalong the ray to obtain the pixel
color. Since this procedure is repeated for every pixel in the
image, it is very expensive in terms of both computational
and memory costs, and is far from being real-time or interactive rendering on existing graphics workstations &I, especially for large data sets, such as 512 x 512 x 256 CT
data of the patient’sabdomenin our case. Therefore, several
strategies,such as surface-assistantray castingand parallel
processing ate exploited to acceleratethe volume rendering
rate.

3.2 Surface-Assisted Ray Casting
In our system, volume rendering works along with surface
rendering, and thus, the informationprovided by the surface
rendering can be used to speed up the volume ray casting
process. Recall the fact that the colon has a cavity structure with a thin surface,and there is almost nothing inside it.
Thus, instead of sampling the whole sight ray for the ray ac=
cumulation,we csn skip over those empty spaces and simply
perform samplingin the neighbor of the colon surface.
To determine the bounds of the ray mtegral, we utilize the
depthinformationproducedby thesurfacenavigation. In [2],
an ef6cient visibility determination algorithm - hardwareassistedvisibility - has been developed to support interactive surfacerendering. This actually gives us a conservative
estimationof the depth informationat every given navigation
site, which can be used to estimate the hither (front) bound
of the ray integral. The yon (back) bound could be determiued in two ways. The first one is that we can a priori
define a length of the integral that enables the sampling to
sufficientlycover the region of interest. This method is suitable for visualizing the information hidden just behind the
surface, such as exploring the abnormal tissues underneath
the surface of the colon. The other way is to simply terminate thesamplingprocess as soon as the accumulatedopacity

Direct Volume Rendering

3.1 Motivation
Several existing systems [2, 41 have employed a surface
rendering technique for image generation. That is, the ao
quired volume data must first be pre-segmented to extract
the colonic surface, and then pass the extractedsurfaces (tri-
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reaches unity or a user-definedthreshold for opacity, as we
perform composition in a front-to-backorder along each ray.

3.3 Parallelization
A commonly adopted strategy to speed up volume rendering is to employ parallel architectures and approaches
C7,8,9. 10, 111. Our surface-assistedray casting algorithm
has been parahelized on the Silicon Graphics Power Challenge, a bus-basedshared-memoryMIMD (MultipleInstruo
tion, Multiple Data) machine. The shared-memory architecture permits straightforwardimplementationof our algorithm.
In gemal. there are two main issues that should be considered for designing a parallel algorithm for the sharedmemory architecture: allocating the total computation into
tasks for each processing element (PE). and choosing appropriate synchronizationmechanisms for these tasks. Objectbased partition and image-basedpartition are two commonly
used strategiesof task allocationsfor parallelvohunerendering. In the object-basedapproaches,the volume data is partitioned into appropriatesubvohrmesand each PE is responsible for a subvolumefor volume resample and composition.
Since in this case, the image space is shared by all PES and
the partialresults from each PE must be compositedtogether
to form the final image, explicit synchronizationof the PEs is
necessary to avoid erroneous composition. However,in the
image-basedalgorithmsthepartitionis performeddirectlyin
the image space, Each PE is responsible for compositing a
specific portion of the image, and the shared data structure
is the volume space. Thus, less synchronizationis required
for this type of partition. We, therefore,use the image-based
partition strategy in our algorithm.
An important consideration for designing a parallel algorithm is how to choose the work units assignedto PES,while
minimizing load imbalances. In our ray casting algorithm,
instead of sampling the whole ray, we skip over the empty
space inside the colon. The sampling segment is almost the
same for every ray, so the rays in a local block have very
close approximationof the amount of work one has to perform for ray traversal. We, therefore. choose to use the uniform static partition te&nique, that is, the image is divided
into equal sized rectangularblocks (4 x 4 size, for example
for 16 PEs). Bach pixel of a block is allocated to a PE for
raycssting traversaland composition.
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Experimental Results

The direct volume rendering algorithm has been implemented and integrated into our interactive virtual
colonoscopy system providing a superior supplement to the
interactive surface navigation. The experiments here are
conducted on a Silicon GraphicsPower Challengeequipped
with sixteen RlOOOO
processors in a bus-based symmetric
shared-memory con&ration. The parallel code of the ray

casting algorithmis implementedusing the Silicon Graphics
multithread support library based on the Sequent Computer
Systemparallel primitives.
We have conducted experiments on simulation data, the
Visible Male Data, and patients’ colon data sets. Figure 2
shows thevolumerendmingresult for apipesimulationdata.
This simulationis based upon a CT scan of a plastic pipe of
2Ommradius forming a volume of 512 x 512 x 107. To
simulate colonic polyps, we also attached three small rubber objects of size 7mm. 5mm, and 3mm to the inner surface
of the pipe, which have been clearly depicted in the figure,
Table 1 presents the measured rendering times of the simulation data with different numbers of processors and image
sizes, showinglinear scalability.
In the second experiment, we used a colon data set obtained from a patient at Stony Brook Umversity Hospital.
The objective of this study has been to employ the procedure of interactivevirtual colonoscopyin order to detect the
presence and characteristicsof mucosal lesions measuring at
least one centimeter in diameter, which are considered clinically significantsince they have a high probability of being
mahgnaut. Prior to the interactivevirtual colonoscopy, the
patient went through a colonic cleansing routine similar to
that required for a barium enema or colonoscopy.so that re
tained stool could be differentiatedfrom polyps or tumors,
After the patient arrived at the CT scanning suite, air was
pumped into the colon to distend the colon, and then 358
slices of high-resolution(512 x 512) abdomen images were
produced by a GE HighSpeed CT in the helical mode.
To visualize the tissues underneath the colonic surface,
we have chosen di&rent opaciti& and colors for different
tissues. This feature of volume rendering is superior to the
surface-basedtechniques, allowingthe physician to con&m
possible abnormalitieswithout physical biopsy and surgery.
Figure 3a shows a volume rendering image inside the patient’scolon. The measuredrendering times are presented in
Table2 with different image sizes and different numbers of
processors,showinglinear scalability.
For comparison,Pigure 3b presents the correspondingsurface view generated by the surface rendering technique. As
we can see. the volume rendering view provides more information than that of the surface rendering. To ilhrstrate,
a small gully has been found in the volume rendering view
(Figure 3a, enclosed with a box), but not in the surface renderingview.
In this patient’s data set, there is an abnormality in the
colonic surface, successfully detected by our surface navigation procedure and confirmed with the volume rendering
view. Pigure 4 presents the close views of the abnormality
with both volume rendering and surfacerendering,
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Conclusions

Computerizedvirtual colonoscopy can provide an effective
alternativefor clinical diagnostics, to assist the physician in
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